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MODO DRUM v1.0.0 MODO DRUM v1.0.0 contains IK's first physical modeling drum virtual instrument : the IKBeatDRUM. MODO DRUM v1.0.0 is 100% based on my own idea of an ideal drum module, with almost complete development made by myself ( a lot of work ). MODO DRUM v1.0.0 contains : * Just one sound file ( 150 MB ) * A total of 30 drum pads on
the Beat Drum surface, with 30 velocity curves and about 100 sound samples. * The unique feature of MODO DRUM v1.0.0 is : each drum sound has its own curve, ie, a velocity curve for each drum sound. With the effect of the curve, the sound can have different timbres and even generate new drum hits with new volume curves. * All the drum sounds are generated from
IK's unique "Big-Muff" Midi instrument with both analog and sample sounds. * All drum samples are placed in the Inner Zip folder of the project. * Ableton REFERENCES : MODO DRUM v1.0.0 is a BPM Drum kit, so MODO DRUM v1.0.0 does have a BPM parameter. MODO DRUM v1.0.0 has 10 different sounds, each being a groove. Because of the groove, the user

can generate groovy grooves with various BPM. All the drummer and the drum kit are made from a 3D texture in MODO DRUM v1.0.0. The Beat Drum instrument is like a drum module. The module consists of a drum head with a random drum beat pattern and contains 10 different drum sounds. The module has a dual way of playing : either playing the random drum
beats, or you can touch the pads and play the drum pattern. * MAXABUCKS * IRISH REEL * PINKY * TROMBONE * HIDE & SEEK * CACOPHONY * TONE DRUM * HOOT * SLAP * KETTLE BEAT * RUNNING WINGS * EYECOPTER * SPLASH * BRICKS * CHIME * VOODOO * TICKET * CHOMP * TIKAL * GROOVY
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You see, I'm testing a bleeding edge release of MODO DRUM. It's still work in progress. I've used a version of it under name IK Drum Tools, for a while. I've joined forces with Multimedia 4 Design for a while, to get MODO DRUM v1.0.0 release. If you need to order MODO DRUM VSTi to try it out, it's really easy. Just contact us and request a DEMO version. This is a
sample of the DEMO version. What you see is the name of MODO DRUM v1.0.0 in the taskbar, but is hidden in the VSTi list. Attention: MODO DRUM v1.0.0 is a 'trial version' of the next major version. This version may not be as stable as the 1.x or 2.0 versions. Its yet under development and still needs to be beta-tested. The not-so-important news is: it works! It's also

pretty well made and it sounds amazing. If you like the atmosphere of old 80-90's Moog and Roland 808 gear, well, it's you're kind of home - inside MODO DRUM!Q: How to dynamically create (and reuse) static JFrame from JPanel? I have a class that gets events from a hardware device, and I'm trying to turn those events into a graphical update. I've got an event class that
can print the type of event that occurred (and other details), and I thought it would be great to be able to turn that class into a frame. The problem is that I don't know how to do this as creating a frame programatically causes an array bounds exception. This is a minimal example of what I'm trying to do: import java.awt.EventQueue; import java.awt.event.ActionEvent;

import java.awt.event.ActionListener; import javax.swing.JFrame; import javax.swing.JButton; import javax.swing.JOptionPane; public class ViewFrame extends JFrame{ private JPanel contentPane; public ViewFrame(String title){ super(title); 3e33713323
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